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Tell us how your company took off.
I showed my new eye invention [a way
of making realistic eyes from plastic

rather than glassl to a friend at UCLA.
She was amazed. she wanted to start a
business, and knew a patent attorney
who also handled business contracts.
We presented this new eye to the
mannequin company and got a five-year
contract for 1,000 pairs per month at
$7 a pair. This was l9B0; today it might
be worth $20,000 a month.
Then?

I knew little about starting a business
partners, renting space
in an old McDonnell Douglas building
in Santa Monica. Things quickly grew
intense. How do you make 1,0O0 pairs
of eyes by hand? I didn't go to college
so we became

Jim Alse r, Eyeball Maker
The Trade
Alser, creator ofthe

once-ubiquitous
eyeball keychain,
abandoned plans for
a career in medicine
and instead began

nanufacturing
realistic-looking
plastic peepers for
use in films and
commercials.
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THE NEwponr BrRcn RESIDENT was a UCLA
pre-med student with a Iove of art and a need
for cash when he landed a job in downtown Los
Angeles doing makeup on mannequin faces. The
companywas always having a hardtime frnding
eyes for its dummies. So, during the next tB months,
A1ser, who had a background in anatomy and art,
experimented with creating eyes in a makeshift
workshop on his Encino apartment's balcony. He
came up with an eye that had a certain sparkle, and
the company loved it. They gave him a contract and,
at 22,he was on his way.-Bo rbqro DeMcLrco-Barrett
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to make eyes, but the challenge was far
too much fun to resist.
How did life change?
I moved to an ocean-view apartment,
bought a classic Mercedes, hired a
housekeeper,
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was especially hard hit. I moved

into

the eyeball factory-sleeping with eyes.
I invented an eyeball keychain that took
off. lrhe film indr"rstry caught \ /ind of
my eyeballs. I could make anything
dinosaur eyes, glittery eyes. I started
working special effects Paramount,
Disr.rey, Industrial Light and Magic,
and Universal. We did the eyes for
"Free Willy," some that were lightabie.
So all eyes are not created equal?
People don't realize how imporrant
the eyes are in making a figure reaiistic.
The figure goes flat ifthe eyes don't pop.
When you go to the movies, do you
analyze the eyes?
Constantly ... constantly . Some look
pretty fake and others, I think, are
fantastic. And sometirnes I learn
they're mine. Often I don't know.
Filmmakers often keep the movie
and its title a secret until just weeks
before it's released. For the top-secret
projects, all you get is a prompt, like:
We need eyes that are glowingyellow,
flashing orarge. and this size.

why is it so secretive?
They don't want their work to be
copied before the film's release.
Also, if a company is doing something
innovative or never seen before, they
don't want to let the information out.
Sometimes, they haven't decided on
a title until the film is being edited.
What's a good pair of eyeballs cost?
They go from $:z to $goo a pair. $32

will

get you standard hurran size eyes,
without veins, for quick shots for basic
figures. Eyes for $119 are incredibly

realistic human eyes" Larger eyes are
much more expensive. You might say
that's a lot of money for eyeballs. But
two years ago they would have cost
more, because of the economy.

Where might we have seen your eyes?
Shrek figures, "BigTrouble in Little
China," "House," "Bladerunner," "Ghostbusters," "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?" (in a scene toward the end, Judge
Doom's eyes pop out onto the floor of the
warehouse), "Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man's Chest." I made florescent-

blue 372-inch eyes for Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles that performed in a Macy's
ThanksgivingDayparade. And I made
E.T.'s eyes for a Progressive Insurance
commercial, and the Energizer Bunny.
Even though the rabbit wore glasses
most of the time, he still needed eyes.
Weirdest use of your eyes?
Jewelry. There's something wrong with
that. And horrific figr-rres. If you make
something realiy real, and someone
wants to use it for something that
u'ould frighten people gratuitously,

I don't enjoy that. An eye is the window
to someone's soul. This is what happens
when you've made eyes for 30 years ...
you take it very seriously.
lf anyone had told you long ago that
someday you would be this into eyes,
what would you had said?
I'd have asked what they'd beerr smoking.
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